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My interests and background
• Air quality, and also water quality as well

• All areas of Environmental Chemistry:
Agriculture, transportation, ecology, clinical, mines…

• Recent VOC-ozone projects -- 5 papers published 
(plus 2 under revision and 1 in preparation.)
– Insecticide solvents and oil pesticides
– Dairy and livestock studies: animals, fresh waste, feeds
– Green waste compost, biosolids co-composting

• Finding Solutions – practical, cost-effective, long-term



Field Team and Mobile Ozone Chamber 
Apparatus for VOC-to-ozone studies

Spring 2010, studying VOCs from post-composting over-sized material
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Good ozone vs. bad ozone -- and 
where does bad ozone come from?

Ozone in the stratosphere (higher than 
airplanes) is good -- it protects us from the 
strongest ultraviolet light from the sun

Ozone at ground level hurts our lungs, and 
comes from reactions between sunlight 
and 2 pre-cursors:
nitrogen oxides (NOx), 
and volatile organic compounds (VOCs) 4
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Ozone Cycle
and the 
Dependence 
on NOx 
and VOC:

Winner, Cass and Harley, Atmos. Env. 1995 
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San
Joaquin
Valley
and
Los 
Angeles
Calif.
(same
scale)
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Ground-level ozone improving, but slowly



California’s efforts so far:

• Develop an inventory of all VOC and NOx sources 

• Large reductions in VOCs from urban sources

• Also reductions in VOCs from non-urban sources

• Reductions in NOx from cars

• New focus on NOx reductions from diesel engines
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Total Reactive Organic Gases (non-exempt 
VOCs) have actually been quite greatly reduced.

SJV Summer Emissions Inventory for ROG (non-exempt VOC)
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NOx show a delayed trend/forecast
-- and monitoring data suggests may be slower

SJV Summer Emissions Inventory for NOx
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Los Angeles VOC inventory
-- and forecast



The San Joaquin Valley is different from Los Angeles.

State has authority over stationary sources, not transportation.



San Joaquin Valley NOx emissions inventory, summer season
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Complexity of ozone formation

• Diverse mixture of VOCs, some unknown
• Even with multiple measurement 

techniques, there is no ‘total’ VOC
• Regulations treat all reactive VOCs equally 

on a pound-for-pound basis
• (Methane and a few others are exempt.)
• However, different VOCs are different 

molecules – they react differently
• Hence, Ozone Formation Potential
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Great variation in formation potential (lbs. ozone per 
lb. VOC) even among similarly volatile molecules

From a regulator: Unfortunately, this may be one issue where the 
legal system hinders [progress]. We are legally required …  
the inventory is calculated based on mass not reactivity.

Also considerable variation within a family of VOCs, e.g. alcohols, etc…

Molecule Boiling Point, C MIR
acetic acid 118 0.5
butyl acetate (n-) 118 0.89
octane 126 1.11
butanol (n-) 125 3.34
octene (1-) 121 3.45
toluene 111 3.97
xylene (para,ortho,meta) 139 4.2,7.5,10.6
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Mobile Ozone Chamber Assay (MOChA)



We measure VOCs with multiple 
techniques.
We assess the amount of ozone they 
actually form (over a few hours), 
directly at the source.
Then match with a photo-chemical 
model calculation – to assert we have 
successfully accounted for the overall 
reactivity.
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VOCs
found from 

compost
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Conclusions
• Compost VOC emissions are dominated by 

low reactivity compounds

• All VOC sources can have a role in improving 
air quality – however some may be more 
important to manage for NOx and/or GHGs

• The relative value of VOC reductions is 
higher in urban areas than in non-urban

• Future regulations (e.g. state implementation 
plans) can use reactivity more realistically



Additional Result (Preliminary)
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The use of a cap of oversized material (from sieving
previously finished compost) may reduce OFP from VOCs
by 10% to 40%.

This could be a very cost-effective mitigation, using
otherwise un-sold material (which could go to grinder,
or to landfill) and which adds compost microbes and
aeration when mixed in during turning.

Remember: reducing total pounds of VOCs doesn’t necessarily lead
to less ozone – but reducing reactivity-weighted pounds will.
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Gasoline reformulation made 
good use of reactivity

ES&T 1999 Kirchstetter et. al.



Global summer-time ozone. ‘Leaf’ symbols where damage is visible.

Plant Cell and Environment, 2005.



Plant Cell and Environment, 2005.

Global average ozone: past, present and future.
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GEOPHYSICAL RESEARCH 
LETTERS, 

VOL. 30, NO. 12, 1613, 
doi:10.1029/2003GL017024, 2003

“Increasing Background 
Ozone During Spring on 
the West Coast of North 
America”
D.Jaffe, H.Price, 
D.Parrish, A.Goldstein 
and J.Harris
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